Flip Book
Tutorial by Amy Celona, www.uStamp4Fun.com
Shown: Tie the Knot (half the Scrappin’ Memories Kit and Pretties Kit

Rule of thumb: Color “A” will be the COVER (binding) and two
other coordinating colors (B & C) will be the inside FLIP PAGES
(two of one color and one of the other color (for center). Another
color will be the front and back cover panels (adhered to side flaps
of cover panel). A center fold-out panel should be Color D.
Fig. 2 – Make 3 (2 of one color, 1 of other color)
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COVER: Cut the Certainly Celery 12x12 piece (for the spine of the book) to 12 x 6 and score 2 ¾ and 3 inches from each edge (Fig 2).
FLIP PAGES: Cut the Chocolate Chip 12 x 12 cardstock and cut into two 12 x 5 ¾ inch pieces and score each piece at 3 inches from
each edge. Cut the Kraft color 12 x 12 piece of cardstock to get one 12 x 5 ¾ inch piece and score at 3 inches from each edge. Adhere
these three together as shown in Fig. 4 (the Chocolate Chip pieces on each side and the Kraft in the middle).
You will adhere ONLY the middle Kraft panel to the middle Celery panel… NO OTHER panel together AND leaving the scored ½
inch panel on each side of the Celery panel FREE. (It should fix exactly inside)
Cut two 5 3/4 x 5 3/4 inch squares that will adhere to the short (2 ¾ inch) panels (which will be the cover). In this case, I
used the Vanilla cardstock provided and adhered them inside the the cover side panels (Fig 6 & Fig 7)
Cut two 5 ½ x 5 ½ coordinating decorative paper for the front and back covers (see “Cover” shot on top of page)
Decorate as desired. NOTES: The center ‘fold out’ panel (shown in Vanilla in this sample) is 12 x 5 inches, scored at 4 and
8 inches on the 12 inch side.

RULES OF THUMB:
• You have 3-4 solid colors of cardstock in each kit.
 Color “A” will be the cover - you will cut one 12 x 6 inch piece and score at 2 ¾ & 3 inches from each end
 Color “B” will be two of the inside flip pages (left & right), cut 5 ¾ x 12 inches and score at 3 inches from each end
 Color “C” will be the center flip page, cut 5 ¾ x 12 inches and score at 3 inches from each end
 Color “D” (if there is a 4th one, if not, use Color A) will be the center fold out, cut 5 x 12 and scored at 4 & 8 inches

